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Abstract: In 2010, Rolf Spiker approached one of us with a query concerning the application of IEC 61508-7:2010
Annex D, on the statistical evaluation of software, which derived from a client [LL10]. We realised that Annex D gives
sparse and sometimes misleading information to those who wish to evaluate critical software statistically, and embarked
on a project to substitute Annex D with more helpful material. Through the work of one of us in standardisation
committees, and the other in research into statistical evaluation of software, we encountered common assessment
scenarios and their quandaries. We discuss them and the application of statistical methods, and conclude with a list of
prerequisites to the application of Bernoulli/Poisson mathematics.

Section 0: Introduction
IEC 61508-7:2010 Annex D provides what it calls “initial guidelines” on a statistical approach (it
says “probabilistic approach”) to “determining software safety integrity for pre-developed software
based on operational experience.” It relies on the theory of Bernoulli and Poisson processes to
derive the amount of operational experience needed to determine the reliability of software to some
pre-determined confidence level. It says “the techniques should be used only by those who are
competent in statistical analysis.” However, the information included is much less than basic course
material [Sie97], which those “competent in statistical analysis” could be expected to know.
Anecdotal evidence supplied to the first author by assessor colleagues suggest there to be a sizeable
number of system developers who wish to just “put in the numbers” that they have gathered on
operational experience and draw a conclusion that their software is, say, “good for” Software
Integrity Level (SIL) 2, SIL 3 or SIL 4 (defined in Tables 2 and 3 of IEC 61508-1:2010). This
approach generally won’t work, because the conditions for application of the Bernoulli or Poisson
mathematics do/did not pertain. However, we do not believe that Annex 4 lays out clearly what
tasks are necessary in order correctly to draw the desired conclusions.
The Notion of Software Safety Integrity
There appears to us to be some confusion concerning the notion of software safety integrity as used
in IEC 61508:2010. It is defined to be “part of the safety integrity of a safety-related system relating
to systematic failures in a dangerous mode of failure that are attributable to software” [IEC 615084:2010, definition 3.5.5]. Safety integrity is defined as “probability of an E/E/PE safety-related
system satisfactorily performing the specified safety functions under all the stated conditions within
a stated period of time .” [IEC 61508-4:2010, definition 3.5.4].
Although it is “safety” of which is being spoken, in fact the criteria for “safety integrity” in the IEC
61508 sense are criteria for the reliability of a safety function which is or may be implemented by
software. The safety integrity of such software would thereby be the “probability of [the software]
satisfactorily performing the [....] safety functions [which it implements] under the stated
[conditions and time]”. However, the definition of “software safety integrity” introduces the further
notion of “dangerous mode of failure.” It is perfectly possible for a safety function to fail to execute
properly without the failure being “dangerous”; consider that the safety function could be triggered
by a transient, which resolves itself benignly before the safety function has finished executing. For
example, a sensed spike in temperature of a chemical reactor vessel might originate in an

anomalous transient of the sensor rather than any physical property of the reaction. A temperaturelimiting safety function is executed successfully (say, a relief valve opened and emergency cooling
activated) – or not, if the safety function fails. The failure or not of the safety function in this
instantiation is not related to any “mode” of anything which is “dangerous”, indeed everything was
proceeding normally. Thus (a failure of) the safety function execution would not count towards
assessing so-called “software safety integrity”, but it would certainly count towards assessing the
safety integrity of the software!
Furthermore, software by itself does not execute safety functions in their entirety, except possibly to
execute in such a way as to keep the chip temperature within safe bounds. Software calculates
values which are passed by chip-external communication channels to system actuators which
execute some physical function which is the desired action. A safety function in the sense of IEC
61508 thus always essentially involves a combination of hardware, even if the success of the safety
function is largely causally determined by the software operation.
Strictly speaking, it is not the operation of the safety function directly that is being evaluated when
one speaks in IEC 61508 of “software safety integrity”. It is the operation of that part of the safety
function which is implemented in the software, and as noted above this will always be a strict part
of the safety function. The safety function will have been assigned a SIL, and the part of the
software which is causally involved in the execution of the safety function will inherit that SIL,
because that is how software is assigned a SIL according to IEC 61508:2010. If the part of the
software causally involved in the execution of the safety function is not sufficiently separable from
the rest of the software (that is, the software is not sufficient modular), then that rest will also be
assigned the SIL. Basically, the smallest demonstrably-modular unit of the software containing the
relevant executive for the safety function is assigned the SIL of the safety function.
One apparent oddity of IEC 61508 is that, although a SIL is assigned to a safety function
implemented by software/hardware units, and this comes with a reliability requirement, there is no
requirement that the derived reliability shall be demonstrated of the software component of the
safety function. Instead, various software development methods are recommended (or highly
recommended) to be used. However, it has been shown by the first author that the software
necessarily inherits a reliability requirement [Lad13.1]. In order to demonstrate, then, that the safety
function attains its SIL, the involved software must be shown to satisfy that derived reliability
requirement. The authors are aware of only very few instances in which this has been performed
and adequately demonstrated to assessors, although we believe it should be routine.
Statistical evaluation, then, applies to any software (partially) implementing a safety function. But it
is considered in Annex D only for pre-existing software. The mathematics is identical. What is
special about pre-existing software is its history. It may not have been developed according to the
precepts of IEC 61508; indeed, the first author is aware of process control software which is widely
used in Europe but which has not been so developed. There is currently an IEC project, IEC/TS
61508-3-1, convened to defined requirements for establishing software as “proven in use” [IEC14].
The proposed requirements reference Annex D.
Is “Plugging in the Numbers” Acceptable?
One common assessment scenario is as follows. Suppose a client C comes to an assessor. C
proposes to use a real-time version of an operating system to run critical software with SIL 3. C
claims that the operating system has more than enough hours without failure, for a particular safety
function, to satisfy the reliability conditions for SIL 3 for that function. In particular, the function is
continuous (rather than on-demand) and C has detailed logs of the order of 108 failure-free (for this
function) operating hours on the software, way more than required (see Table 2 below). A similar

situation is considered in [Lad13.2].
The most obvious point is that the “numbers” as proposed are derived from the conception of the
RTOS operation as a renewal process, a Poisson process. The only plausible construal of the RTOS
as such a process is that one “run” of the Poisson process is defined by the boot-up of the RTOS and
concluded with its shut-down. In between those times, all input – all input – to the RTOS must have
been logged, and that sequence of consolidated inputs constitutes one mathematical input to the
single run of the Poisson process. That will usually be a very large amount of time-stamped data.
The distribution of that input data must be determined. If the history of this RTOS is like the history
of most RTOSs of the authors’ acquaintance, the distribution will effectively be a subset of the
entire possible input space: each possible (mathematical) input value will have been exhibited just
once, or not exhibited at all - it is very unlikely that an exact sequence of inputs from boot-up to
shut-down, as well as the relative-timing relations for time-dependent functions, will have occurred
more than once. It is also combinatorially impossible that all possible inputs to the RTOS will have
been observed; indeed, the subset will be sparse.
Relative timing of various inputs will be important. However, times in a log are likely to be actual
clock times, the unique times at which input events took place. Such unique times would trivially
rule out any identity to events in the future, thereby making the mathematics trivially inapplicable.
Such real time notation must therefore be replaced with some sort of relative-time notation which
can also occur in future use. How to do this is beyond the scope of this note.
The “numbers” for the Poisson process are valid only for the case in which the proposed future use
of the RTOS has an identical input distribution to that cited in the operational history from which
the numbers are derived. That is, exactly this sparse subset of all possible inputs must occur in the
future. Quite how this could validly be demonstrated in any practical case remains a mystery to the
authors – given the combinatorics it seems implausible.
A nice twist was recently recounted to the first author by Bernd Sieker [Sie15]. He observed that
some portion of the working memory of the Linux kernel is not initialised on boot-up, in order to
serve as a seed to the random-number generator (RNG). There is a story that someone observed that
some part of working memory was not initialised, and wrote code to zero it out. The RNG stopped
working effectively and thereby also certain important kernel functions. So the seed must be there.
Since the (correct) OS thereby does not start from a defined initial state, a run from boot-up to shutdown cannot count as a run of a renewal process, since there is “memory” (both literally and
figuratively) left over from a previous run. The mathematics of Poisson processes are prima facie
inapplicable: the “numbers” don’t work here.
Previous Work
Although there is substantial published work on the statistical evaluation of software, there is
limited work on operational histories used in a “black box” fashion to estimate the future reliability
of software in a new use. The two “canonical” papers are [BF93] and [LS93]. See [LS11] for the
authors’ assessment of progress (or not) over the subsequent two decades. [B02] and [BB03] derive
some worst-case figures for the reliability of software given its previous operational history.
[LW97] give some stopping rules for the case in which the operational history is largely controlled
(e.g., it consists of extensive testing). [KHM01] considers the special case of statistical testing of
Programmable Logic Systems (PLS) such as used widely in process control. [K05] uses Bayesian
hypothesis testing to determine failure upper bounds from testing and also prior beliefs. She
includes tables with representative numbers for the number of tests/amount of history required to
draw the conclusions considered.

Some work combines operational history, including statistical testing, with other information to
obtain more practical estimates of failure behavior than obtainable without such additional
information. [B13] shows that “extraneous” information such as external mitigations to prevent an
accident and the fact that software is corrected once failures are detected in operation can be used to
derive an upper bound on the number of expected failures and accidents. [SP13] combines
operational history (or test results) with evidence of fault-freeness to obtain more practical, but
conservative, reliability predictions.
[BMGF06] gives some “graphical methods”, namely BBNs, for assessing the reliability of safety
functions implemented in software, but some access to the software architecture is required to use
these methods; they are not strictly “black box”. However, given its authorship the work can be
taken to represent an insight into what IEC 61508-3 intends.
[BHS09] considers the concept of probability of failure on demand (pfd, see below) and compares
with probability of failure per time period (hour) (pfh, see below), identifies some difficulties with
using PFD as well as suggesting resolution of the difficulties through an alternative approach.
Section 1: General
This note provides some guidelines on the statistical evaluation of software safety integrity in the
sense of IEC 61508:2010 for existing software which has a documented operational history. It has
been found that statistical evaluation alone is rarely sufficient to establish adequate confidence in
software safety integrity [LS93,BF93]. Usually, knowledge about the internal architecture (design)
of the software and additional analysis of this architecture is also necessary, as well as knowledge
about the requirements which the software was designed and implemented to meet, and any
knowledge about how well the software meets these requirements. However, such knowledge about
the internal workings of the software is rarely if ever sufficient to establish the required software
safety integrity; and when extensive documented operational history (including tests) is available,
statistical inferences may in principle be drawn.
The consensus statistical evaluation is that it may be used for software which performs functions
which over time can be construed as a Bernoulli process or a Poisson process (renewal process).
The mathematics of these processes may be found in standard texts, for example [Sie97].
Software which may be statistically evaluated by accepted methods is thus restricted to software
whose operation constitutes one of these processes. Before software is so evaluated, it must be
established that
•
•
•

the operation of the software constitutes a Bernoulli process, respectively a Poisson process;
failure detection is known to be perfect; all failures must be detected and there should be no
false positives;
the conditions for deriving conclusions about the reliability of the software through
construing it as such a process, namely the information contained in the operational history
along with information about its intended further use (see below), are rigorously fulfilled.

These three conditions result in documentation requirements additional to the operational history
alone. A safety case including a statistical evaluation should therefore include documentation
establishing the validity of the three conditions. Establishing that the conditions hold might not be
easy, but it is necessary.
Statistical evaluation does not provide certainty about software properties. It provides a likelihood
that certain properties pertain. This likelihood is stated as a level of confidence, or confidence level.

For example, statistical evaluation can lead to a level of confidence X that the software satisfies a
safety integrity condition C. Typical levels of confidence are 95% and 99%1, which represent an
assessment that there is a more than 19-in-20, respectively 99-in-100 chance that C pertains, and
equally a less than 1-in-20, respectively 1-in-100, chance that C does not pertain. If there is a
(derived) safety requirement that C shall pertain, then statistical evaluation alone is insufficient,
since certainty is not achieved.
Statistical evaluation could also be used to increase the confidence in failure-free operation of
software over a suitably lengthy operational history. Such an operational history may be combined
with statistical testing. There are significant obstacles to drawing effective conclusions from
statistical testing alone for software expected to perform its safety function reliably in a SIL 2, SIL 3
or SIL 4 element2 [LS93] [BF93].
Suppose we have software whose operation we have established constitutes a Bernoulli, resp.
Poisson, process. We wish to ascertain that this operation attains a given reliability. IEC 61508:2010
assesses such reliability in terms of probabilities of failure per demand, pfd, as the appropriate
measure for software which operates on demand; respectively failure per hour, pfh, as the
appropriate measure for software with continuous function. But see [BHS09].
We consider the number of tests required to draw a conclusion, at a reasonable confidence level X,
say X is 95% or X is 99%, that, on the given distribution of inputs, the software is reliable to a pfh
of 10-x or above. This number is many multiples of 10x hours in the case that x=6 or higher; and
mutatis mutandis for on-demand functions. This is illustrated in the tables below. This phenomenon
was considered in depth by [BF93] and [LS93]. See also [LS11]. The table entries correspond to the
SIL reliability requirements for elements (constituting typically hardware with operating software)
from Tables 2 and 3 in IEC 61508-1:2010.
Acceptable probability of
failure to perform design
function on demand

Number of observed demands Number of observed demands
without failure for a confidence without failure for a confidence
level of 99%
level of 95%

< 10-1

4.6 x 101

3 x 101

< 10-2

4.6 x 102

3 x 102

< 10-3

4.6 x 103

3 x 103

< 10-4
4.6 x 104
3 x 104
Table 1: Example Operational-History Requirements for On-Demand Functions
Acceptable probability of
failure to perform design
function per hour of operation

Number of observed hours of
operation without failure for a
confidence level of 99%

Number of observed hours of
operation without failure for a
confidence level of 95%

< 10-5

4.6 x 105

3 x 105

< 10-6

4.6 x 106

3 x 106

< 10-7

4.6 x 107

3 x 107

< 10-8
4.6 x 108
3 x 108
Table 2: Example Operational-History Requirements for Continuously-Operational Functions
1 Note that we do not endorse these confidence levels generally; others might be appropriate for the case in hand.
2“Element” is a technical term of IEC 61508 whose definition may be found in IEC 61508-4:2010.

A general formula is evident from the tables. For continuously-operational software which must be
reliable to a probability of failure per operational hour (pfh) of 10-x , there must be a recorded series
of (3 x 10x) failure-free runs to attain a confidence level of 95% that the software fulfils the
reliability condition. To attain a confidence level of 99% that the software fulfils the reliability
condition, a recorded series of (4.6 x 10x) failure-free runs is required.
A Methodological Caution
In order for the conclusions of a statistical evaluation to be valid,
•
•

the conditions under which the mathematics of Bernoulli, resp. Poisson processes is valid
must rigorously pertain;
there must be very high assurance in the absence of confounding factors.

These conditions contain traps for the statistically-inexperienced engineer. To be reasonably assured
that these requirements pertain usually requires some experience with practical statistical evaluation
of very-high-reliability software. We illustrate such traps.
First, consider an example deriving from the mathematical requirements. One requirement (see
below) is that the distribution of inputs in the intended future use of the software must be identical
to the distribution of inputs in the historical operational records. Not merely similar; but identical.
Here is an example of why this is necessary.
Some software used in critical applications has a “debug” or “maintenance” mode (DMM) which
allows a user access to internal data structures in the software. Giving the software input while in
DMM results in output of interest to the maintainer, which crucially will rarely be output which is
appropriate for the critical function of the software – in other words, this critical function will
routinely fail when the software is in DMM. The software is switched into DMM by a specific
combination of input which is known to the developer of the software and its maintainers
(henceforth “maintainer”), but may well not be known by the engineer who wishes to use the
software in a critical application and is evaluating its use statistically (henceforth “client”)3 [Fal14].
The operational history of the software provided by maintainer to client will usually not contain
examples of the operation of the software in DMM, for that would not be deemed relevant to the
operational use of the software, as a matter of common sense. Suppose that the client can ensure
exactly this distribution of inputs in hisher application, with the exception of an infrequent but not
rare input which is exactly the combination to send the software into DMM. The software will fail,
infrequently but not rarely, in the new application. The statistical evaluation will thereby not have
been an accurate guide to the future behavior4. However, the input distribution will have been very
similar to the historical distribution provided for evaluation – indeed identical in all but one point!
It follows that “identical” in the mathematical requirements for application of the Bernoulli/Poisson
mathematics rigorously means “identical”.
Now for an example of the subtlety of confounding factors.
3 How to deal effectively with the evaluation and operation of critical software with DMM is beyond the scope of this
note. It will necessarily involve both safety and security considerations. See [Lad15].
4Note that IEC 61508-1:2010 Clause 7.4.2.3 requires security to be considered. If the information on DMM is available
to a malicious agent with access, say an “insider” with malicious intent, then it is easy to see how such an agent could
cause almost-continual loss of intended function, known in computer-security terminology as denial of service (DoS). It
is beyond the scope of this note to consider such security issues.

Software for a moderately critical application was being assessed for environmental dependencies.
The developer assured the assessors that the software was not at all dependent on GPS signals: it
had no function that would require location information; no such dependency had been deliberately
implemented; indeed, an attempt had been made explicitly to avoid it. The software did not use
library or other external functions that were known to rely on GPS. The assessors brought in a GPS
jammer and activated it. The software soon ceased to operate as intended [Tho11] [RAEng11].
These examples show that dealing with the rigor of the mathematical conditions for evaluation and
the subtlety of analysis required to determine the absence of confounding factors are significant
engineering skills required for statistically evaluating high-reliability software accurately.
Section 2 Mathematical Background to Reliability Evaluation
This section explicates some of the more simple mathematics of Bernoulli and Poisson processes,
and the conditions which must pertain to be able to draw conclusions about future behavior from
past operational experience.
We consider software as a data-transformation method. A program P reads data d as input and
generates output outP(d). We consider here only deterministic effectively-stateless programs (see
below) which do not combine some part of their internal state with the input d in order to generate
their output.
Such programs P are those for which the output outP(d) is a pure function of d and nothing else:
there is only one value(-tuple) outP(d) corresponding to input d.
•

Determining whether a real program, as binary machine code running on electronic
hardware, is deterministic and effectively-stateless is a extensive task which requires
documented assurance.

We assume that the range of input to P, D, is known: that is, d \belongsTo D necessarily. D contains
not only input data anticipated by the designers and programmers, but is taken here also to contain
anomalous data that might be generated by faults in the larger system and passed by that system on
to P. (Good system design would lead to attempting to identify such anomalous data in the wider
system and trapping it before it gets to P. However, there might be such anomalous data that
nevertheless “makes it through”.)
Output outP(d) may be correct, according to what P is supposed to do, or it may be incorrect. We
are concerned here with supposedly highly-reliable programs P so we hope that the case of
incorrect output will be rare, and we wish to estimate the amount of evidence we need to gather in
order to become suitably confident that P is sufficiently reliable.
We can define a new function as follows:
CorrP(d) = 1 if outP(d) is correct, where d \belongsTo D
CorrP(d) = 0 if outP(d) is incorrect, where d \belongsTo D
That the failures of software are systematic is represented here precisely by the fact that CorrP(d) is
a pure function of d alone. Input values are discrete, represented by some number of bits, and the
number of bits that can be used to give input is limited. Hence D is a finite, although usually very,
very large, domain.
As P runs, it takes inputs and generates outputs. We assume that the inputs are distributed according

to a distribution Distr(D) which specifies how (relatively) frequently a given input d is presented to
P compared with other inputs. The probability of failure on demand (pfd) of the program P is the
probability that an execution of P on an input selected randomly using this distribution is incorrect.
As program P runs, taking a succession of inputs d according to a probability given by Distr(D) and
generates output outP(d), the value of the corresponding function CorrP generates what is called a
Bernoulli process. A Bernoulli trial is an action, such as the toss of a coin, or the random selection
of a ball from an urn containing balls of two colors, which can have one of just two outcomes
(heads/tails, respectively black/white), and in which the outcome is independent of other similar
actions (a previous coin toss; a previous ball selection) [Fel68]. A Bernoulli process is a sequence of
Bernoulli trials with fixed outcome probabilities throughout: say, a sequences of tosses of the same
(fair or biased) coin; a sequence of random selections from the urn, in which each ball is replaced
after selection (not replacing the ball would change the selection probability for the next selection!).
The key property is that the outcome of a trial in a Bernoulli process is independent of the history of
previous trials in the process. The outcomes can be denoted success/failure, or 0/1.
The Bernoulli process associated with program reliability is the sequence of 0’s or 1’s associated by
CorrP with the successive inputs as the program P runs. The key assumptions here are:
•
•
•

outP(d) is a function solely of d, using no other values extraneous to d; and
each input-output combination d-outP(d) which occurs is stochastically independent of
previous d-outP(d) combinations which have already occurred, and
the probability of failure of P is constant.

The random variable of most interest in software reliability is the number of demands to first failure
(or, equivalently, the number of demands between successive failures). Let this be S. If S is k, then
there are (k-1) successes followed by a failure. Let the probability of failure be p. The trials are by
hypothesis all independent events. So we may multiply these probabilities and S has a geometric
distribution:
Prob(S=k) = (1-p)(k-1).p
This has mean 1/p, which is the expected number of demands to first failure. Note that this will
generally not be an integer despite its name – it should rather be interpreted as the average over
many runs of this “experiment”.
[Fel68] notes (p.146) the traditional example of Bernoulli processes, arising from Bernoulli trials,
namely successive tosses of a coin. A toss of a coin comes up either heads or tails, the two possible
outcomes, and the probability of success (say, heads) is the same if the same coin is being used for
all the trials (the coin may be biased). The original posthumous manuscript of Bernoulli considers
an urn model [Ber1713], also see [Lad15.2]. These two traditional examples of Bernoulli processes
are mainly of historical or pedagogic interest.
For continuous-time operation, we need a continuous-time equivalent of the Bernoulli process,
which is the Poisson process. The Poisson process has similar properties, but in continuous time, to
the Bernoulli process: the number of events in a certain time interval is statistically independent of
what happens outside this interval: its properties are homogeneous over time - they do not change
as time passes.
Of interest here is the distribution of the (continuous) random variable: time to first failure
(equivalently, inter-failure time). It is the exponential distribution with probability density function

λ.e-λ.t where t > 0
The mean value of this function, 1/λ, is the mean time to first failure (MTTF).
The most important property of each of these processes is that they are memoryless [RosWei].
Memorylessness means that the probability of a future event (say, the failure of a function) seen
from any time point is the same. If the MTTF of a process is X hours, then one hour later it will still
be X hours (rather than, say, X-1 hours). Memoryless processes are the most extreme examples of
renewal processes, since they “renew” themselves at each point (at each demand in the case of
Bernoulli; at each time point in the case of Poisson). This means that, for example, in a Poisson
process 1/λ is not just the mean time to first failure, but also the mean time between failures (a
similar observation holds for the Bernoulli process). It can easily be shown that these distributions,
geometric for Bernoulli, exponential for Poisson, are precisely the memoryless functions .
The Poisson process can be shown to be the limiting case of the Bernoulli process when the
probability of failure becomes very small and the number of demands very frequent. For our
purposes here, it is best just to keep in mind that the Bernoulli process models successes/failures of
discrete demands (on-demand functions) and the Poisson process models successes/failures of
continuously-operating functions.
The mathematics of Poisson processes and the relation to Bernoulli processes is standard textbook
material [Fel68,Sie97,BedCoo01,Bir14]. [BedCoo01] also includes a chapter on software reliability
which surveys inter alia the modelling approach of the second author.
On-demand and Continuous Functions
Some safety functions are appropriately characterised as discrete: they are invoked occasionally,
such as reactor scram functions or overcurrent-protection functions; or they are invoked regularly,
such as garbage-collection to maintain available working-memory space for critical functions.
Some safety functions are appropriately characterised as continuous. Critical-control-system
outputs, for example, are often a combination of control function with safety function.
Some simple devices combine both continuous function with on-demand function. Consider a
household fuse. It has the continuous function of enabling electric current to flow in a circuit within
suitable parameters, and the on-demand function of breaking the circuit when these parameters are
exceeded. These two separate functions are implemented in the same device using exactly the same
physical mechanism; in other words, the dual functions supervene on the single mechanism. The
continuous function is not generally a safety function (unless the circuit energises critical
equipment), whereas the on-demand function is a function whose role is safety (although it may not
necessarily be a safety function in the sense of IEC 61508-1:2010).
When implemented by software on digital hardware, the hardware-level distinction is one mainly of
frequency of assessment. A “continuous” control function will sample parameters and react to them
just like an on-demand function, but at a rate of some hundreds of Hz (1 Hz = 1 sample per second),
whereas an on-demand function will be invoked at a frequency of small fractions of a Hz. The
Bernoulli process is appropriate for representing the reliability of on-demand functions, and the
Poisson process more appropriate for representing that of continuous functions, in which the
parameter is more conveniently given as a time period rather than the number of trials (there is a
functional relationship: the time period is simply the number of trials divided by the sample rate).
A Bernoulli process is approximated by a Poisson process when the time associated with each

“demand” is very small and the probability of a failed demand is very small. For software, it has
been pointed out that a “continuous” process is in fact implemented as a discrete process with a
very fast sampling rate (typically hundreds of Hz). This is the way in which digital feedback-control
systems operate.
Assessment of Failure-Freeness
Suppose one has observed N invocations of an on-demand function, or alternatively a time period T
(N = T*demand-rate) of successful operation without failure of a continuous function. One wants to
know with a certain degree of confidence that the probability of failure, p, of the function is
sufficiently small, according to the specification of the SIL level. The question is statistical: one has
a certain series of observations, one knows “for certain” that one is observing a Bernoulli, resp. a
Poisson process and one wants to know what the likelihoods are that one is observing such a
process with an appropriate p determined by the SIL level. The mathematics is given by [LS93].
For a derivation from first principles see [LadS11] for a Bayesian approach and [BF93] for a
frequentist approach.
Note that this assessment talks about real failures, not observations of failures. As we have said, in
order for the mathematics of Bernoulli and Poisson processes to be applied, real failures have to be
considered. Thus
•
•

There must be perfect failure detection: all failures of the software must be (have been)
observed and recorded;
In particular, failures may be masked by other failure phenomena. These masked failures
must also somehow be observed and recorded.5

Section 3. Renewal Processes and Effectively-Stateless Software Functionality
The assumptions that lead to the characterisation of the statistical behavior of software malfunction
as described by a Poisson process are
1. That the SW is “stateless”, that is, that the behavior of the SW on a given input E is
dependent only on the value E and not on the internal state of the SW at the time E is input;
2. That the likelihood of a malfunction remains constant over time
Condition 1 in particular may give rise to the observation that relatively little safety-related
software, if any, fulfils it literally. Often, however, the internal state is used to record some history
of inputs in order to determine a change which is significant for the function of the software.
Consider, for example, a temperature-rise-control function TC. TC monitors temperature and, if a
temperature is rising too fast, executes a mitigating function. The means whereby TC determines
that the temperature is rising too fast can be through a sequence of timestamped temperatures
(delivered in a suitably timely fashion). Internal state (memory) is used in TC to record the
sequence of temperatures and times for determination of the temperature profile.
TC is not literally “stateless”; indeed internal state is used essentially. Its behavior, however, does
exhibit a Bernoulli, respectively Poisson process. Consider factoring the function which TC
performs into two. The first function DT aggregates temperature over time, and determines the rise
in temperature over discrete time periods: it is a discrete approximation to the first derivative of
temperature with respect to time. When this value exceeds a threshhold, it signals a second,
protection/mitigation process Prot to start. Prot is stateless and thus embodies a Bernoulli process.
TC consists of the pipeline DT » Prot and the Bernoulli-process assumptions and mathematics apply
5 A discussion of failure masking and resolution is beyond the scope of this note.

because Prot embodies literally a Bernoulli process (resp. a Poisson process if considered over time
rather than through demand-invocations).
Other examples of such renewal processes are some protection systems in nuclear power plants.
Such a system starts from a given “initial” state and reacts to parameters over a short time period,
in order to execute its protection function. The time period over which input is aggregated is shorter
than the time period between invocations of the software, and the software is “reset” to the initial
state after execution of its function. Different invocations of this function, and thereby failure or
success per invocation, are independent. Furthermore, there is some constant probability of failure,
dependent on the exact sequence of inputs per invocation and the distribution of those inputs. It is
necessary to be considered as a renewal process and be subject to the Bernoulli/Poisson analyses
that no vestige of internal state is present from one invocation of the function to the next. For many
protection systems, this is indeed the case.
One class of software which fulfils the general conditions is that which implements on-demand
functions and which is returned to a defined initial state (“reinitialised”) after each invocation, such
as protection functions. There are specific verification conditions which must be assured:
• that such SW starts each time in a pre-defined initial state must be proven (if it is always the
case), or alternatively
• it must be recognised without exception when the SW is not in the initial state, and such
exceptional invocations omitted from the statistics and the statistical evaluation of the
software.
Another class of functions which fulfil the general conditions are cyclic functions: software
functions which are reinitialised at predetermined times or at other points (say, dependent on
internal state). The sequence of inputs from an initial state up to the point at which the software is
reinitialised form one mathematical input, namely a sequence, which can be seen as follows.
We generalise from the DT » Prot example above. Say a cyclic function F receives inputs E1, E2, ...
En during a cycle. Consider a program P which takes as input the sequence < E1, E2, ....... En> and
which delivers these elements in sequence to F on demand. Suppose also that it is known that P is
correct (say, P has been formally verified). Then the function P » F, which consists the pipeline P to
F, is a “stateless” function in the required sense. Its failure behavior is identical to that of F. It
follows that F itself may be taken to execute as a renewal process.
Notice that the requirement that P is correct may be relaxed in a similar way to the protectionfunction example. If
• it is recognised without exception when P fails, and these P-failure occasions are omitted
from the statistical evaluation, and
• the failures of P which enter the statistical evaluation are known to be statistically
independent of failures of F
then P » F with the statistics filtered by P-failure forms a renewal process and thus does F.
It will not usually literally be the case that failures of P are statistically independent of failures of F,
without qualification. There always exist common-cause failures of both, say when the equipment
on which they run is obliterated by explosion or other disturbance. The condition that
• common-cause failures of P and F are exceptionlessly recognised and eliminated from the
statistical evaluation
allows common-cause failures of P and F to be eliminated from the statistical evaluation, and the
remaining failures of P are thereby statistically independent of failures of F and may be filtered out
of the statistical evaluation.

Possibly, however, a failure of P may mask a failure of F, of which need to know: evaluation
concerns the number of runs without a failure of F, in order to draw valid conclusions about the
reliability of F. If a run involved a failure of P and was thus filtered out, but the resulting input (or
lack of input) to F triggered a failure of F, then that would be a counterexample to a possible
reliability claim for F – we must not filter out F-failures. If the failure of P is transparent, in the
sense that we can reconstruct the input (or lack of it) to F that occurred even though P failed, then
the failure of F on that (real) input may be considered part of the statistical evaluation of F. Thus,
• if failures of P are transparent, then the behavior of F on runs in which P failed may be
considered part of the statistical evaluation of F;
• however, it should be taken into account that the failures of P, when corrected using the
transparency property, yield a distribution of input to F which may be different from the
distribution of input to P » F on which F is being evaluated.
This short discussion suffices to indicate that the restriction to “stateless” programs is not such a
severe restriction as it appears. This mathematics applies also to “effectively-stateless” functions
such as DT » Prot and P » F. It does, however requires some degree of experience to perform
accurately such transformations as above.
Section 4 Summary of Evaluation Conditions
In the discussion above, a number of assessment conditions are enumerated. We collect them here.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

The operation of the software must be shown to constitute a Bernoulli process, respectively
a Poisson process;
The conditions under which the mathematics of Bernoulli, resp. Poisson processes is valid
must rigorously pertain. That this must be shown is prerequisite for deriving conclusions
about the reliability of the software through construing it as such a process, namely the
information contained in the operational history along with information about its intended
further use (see below), are rigorously fulfilled. These conditions include those mentioned
below;
The real program, as binary machine code running on electronic hardware, must be shown to
be deterministic and effectively-stateless;
The likelihood of a failure must be shown to be constant over time;
There must be perfect failure detection: all failures of the software must be/have been
observed and recorded;
In particular, failures may be masked by other failure phenomena. These masked failures
must also be/have been observed and recorded;
That such SW starts each time in a pre-defined initial state must be shown (if it is always the
case), or
• Alternatively, it must be recognised without exception when the SW is not in the
initial state, and such exceptional invocations omitted from the statistics and the
statistical evaluation of the software.
There must be very high assurance in the absence of confounding factors, such as
unremarked environmental parameters, in the operational-history logs.
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